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Abstract—Image captioning, a challenging task where the
machine automatically describes an image by sentences, has
drawn significant attention in recent years. Despite the re-
markable improvements of recent approaches, however, these
methods are built upon a large set of training image-sentence
pairs. The expensive labor efforts hence limit the captioning
model to describe the wider world. In this paper, we present
a novel network structure, Cascaded Revision Network, which
aims at relieving the problem by equipping the model with out-
of-domain knowledge. CRN first tries its best to describe an
image using the existing vocabulary from in-domain knowledge.
Due to the lack of out-of-domain knowledge, the caption may
be inaccurate or include ambiguous words for the image with
unknown (novel) objects. We propose to re-edit the primary
captioning sentence by a series of cascaded operations. We
introduce a perplexity predictor to find out which words are
most likely to be inaccurate given the input image. Thereafter,
we utilize external knowledge from a pre-trained object detection
model and select more accurate words from detection results by
the visual matching module. In the last step, we design a semantic
matching module to ensure that the novel object is fit in the right
position. By this novel cascaded captioning-revising mechanism,
CRN can accurately describe images with unseen objects. We
validate the proposed method with state-of-the-art performance
on the held-out MSCOCO dataset as well as scale to ImageNet,
demonstrating the effectiveness of this method.
Index Terms—Captioning, novel object, visual matching, se-
mantic matching.
I. INTRODUCTION
IMAGE captioning has become a promising direction inthe research for computer vision and language [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. This task aims to automatically
generate a natural and concrete description of an image. Re-
cent approaches based on the encoder-decoder structure have
achieved encouraging performances on the image captioning
task. However, existing models could only describe the objects
shown in the training image-caption pairs, which hinders the
generalization of these models in real-world scenarios. How
to describe images with unseen objects is still a challenge for
image captioning [9], [10], [11].
In this paper, we aim to alleviate this problem by equipping
the image captioning model with out-of-domain knowledge.
Naturally, when seeing an unknown object, human search their
memory and find the most similar object to describe it. For
example, when seeing a “zebra”, humans tend to project the
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Fig. 1: An example of novel object captioning by Cascaded Revision
Network (CRN). To leverage external knowledge, we use an object
detector to provide out-of-domain information in the form of object-
word pairs. CRN cascades a primary image captioner, a perplexity
predictor, a visual matching module and a semantic matching module.
I: The image captioner never see the object “pizza” before and thus
try its best to generate a caption with the known word “food”. II: The
perplexity predictor is aware that “kitchen” and “food” are with high
ambiguity. Note the “kitchen” is also predicted to be ambiguous, since
it is not reliable for the model to trust “kitchen” given the input image.
III: The visual matching module generate replacement proposals by
assigning a detected object to each of the ambiguous words: “kitchen”
→ “person” and “food”→ “pizza”. IV: The word similarity matching
module is designed to ensure the correctness of matching. It rejects
the unreliable matching proposal (e.g., “kitchen” → “person”) by
measuring their word similarities. Only those similar word pairs (e.g.,
“food” → “pizza”) are allowed to be replaced. By this captioning-
revising mechanism, CRN is able to generate the accurate caption
for those unseen object.
features and the environment of the “zebra” and deduce:“It is
something like a horse.” If an additional knowledge database is
available, e.g., picture flashcards or an internet search engine,
human could look up similar objects and select the correct
“word” to better describe the unknown object. With out-of-
domain knowledge, it is possible to learn the similarity and
difference between a “horse” and a “zebra” and describe the
unseen “zebra” with its correct name.
In this paper, we introduce a novel framework called Cas-
caded Revision Network (CRN) for novel object captioning.
When describing an image with novel objects, the image
captioner is first asked to try its best to characterize the image
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2using existing in-domain knowledge. To this end, the agent
could choose synonyms or similar words in its vocabulary to
describe unknown objects. These synonyms or similar words
can be ambiguous and even inaccurate due to the lack of out-
of-domain knowledge. We define a sentence generated by the
image captioner with only in-domain vocabulary as a primary
caption.
Imitating human-style describing an image with unseen
objects, we design three cascaded operations to better revise
the primary caption: 1) estimating the uncertainty of each
word; 2) searching the external knowledge database for a
better description; 3) embedding the out-of-domain object
into the caption without breaking the grammar. In our CRN
framework, the above sub-tasks are executed by the perplexity
predictor, the visual matching module and the semantic match-
ing module, respectively. The perplexity predictor is designed
to figure out the ambiguous words in the primary caption.
Specifically, the perplexity predictor checks each word in the
primary caption and predicts a perplexity score for each word.
If a perplexity score is greater than the perplexity threshold,
the corresponding word is considered as a candidate to be
revised. When predicting a word with high perplexity, the
agent probably meets an object it is not familiar with or not
sure about. Thus, the agent needs to ask for help from external
knowledge to generate more accurate words. Besides, there
are also cases when the agent is capable to caption the image
based on its own knowledge. The agent can handle these cases
with high confidence which means it does not need additional
help.
Next, we leverage the external knowledge to find more
accurate noun words for the cases with high perplexity. In
CRN, a pre-trained object detector is used to obtain all objects
with their names in the image. We then design the visual
matching module to match the inaccurate words with detected
objects. We adopt the key-value memory mechanism to con-
struct the communication between the captioning agent and
the object detector. Specifically, the agent uses the substitutes
to query the memory according to the visual information of
objects. Then, the word corresponding to the object with the
highest probability is selected to replace the substitute. To
this end, the visual matching module exploits an external
object detector [12] as out-of-domain knowledge. In this way,
the corresponding name of the selected object becomes a
candidate to revise the primary caption.
However, the object detector is not always reliable to detect
all the objects accurately. In this case, the visual matching
module would generate a wrong matching proposal. The
semantic matching module is responsible for eliminating such
incorrect visual match proposals. Specifically, the semantic
matching module measures the similarity between the am-
biguous word and the object name with an out-of-domain
word embedding. The incorrect visual match could result in a
small similarity and therefore be ignored. By this cascaded
captioning-revising mechanism, novel objects are described
accurately in the final caption sentence. An example of novel
object captioning by CRN is illustrated in Figure 1.
Our proposed method turns out with results competitive
with the current state-of-the-art performance on the held-out
MSCOCO on the novel object captioning task. We also scale
CRN to a larger dataset: ImageNet [13]. With more analysis,
we reveal that our approach not only improves captioning
with novel objects as well as images without novel objects.
Finally, the main contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:
• We propose a novel cascaded framework for novel ob-
ject captioning by imitating how we human describe an
image with an unseen object. At first, the model tries its
best to generate a primary caption based on in-domain
knowledge. We propose to gradually revise the primary
captioning sentence by a series of cascaded operations.
• In the cascaded network, we develop a perplexity predic-
tor, a visual matching module and a semantic matching
module to revise the primary captioning.
• To our knowledge, we are the first to match the out-
of-domain knowledge both visually and semantically to
better combine it with the in-domain captions.
II. RELATED WORK
Deep Image Captioning. Given an image, the goal of image
captioning is to generate a natural and accurate sentence to
describe the image. Early approaches [14], [15] composed
image captions via slot filling which separate the object recog-
nition and the language template generation. These approaches
may generate natural sentences but less related to the visual
contents. Deep Learning has elevated the performance of
captioning models with images and videos. Most of related
work [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]
follow a multimodal framework which combines CNN [26],
[27] and RNN like Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [28]
and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [29]. Visual features in high-
level with semantic information are first extracted by the CNN
encoder, while the RNN decoder predicts the description word
by word according to visual features. However, these methods
do not consider the situation where a large number of unseen
objects exist in the images.
Zero-shot Learning. With the booming development of
techniques in computer vision, lack of well-labeled data be-
comes the bottleneck of performance. Image-paired sentences
is in large scarcity and the label tagging of captioning costs
much more than other tasks. Zero-shot learning is a good
solution to resolve the out-of-domain adaptation for models
with limited knowledge. There has been a recent surge on the
zero-shot tasks [30], [31], [32] which aims to recognize objects
unseen during the training stage. Many two-stage approaches
[33] are proposed to first capture the attributes of the unseen
objects, then infer the class label with the most similar set of
features.
Novel Object Captioning. The novel object captioning task
attracts increasing attention recently. The problem exists in
how to leverage the unpaired image and semantic data [34]
to better describe the unseen objects. A few works are carried
out to address this captioning task. The Deep Compositional
Captioner (DCC) is proposed by [9], a pilot work to put
forward the task of novel objects captioning. DCC [9] combine
visual groundings of lexical units to generate descriptions
3about objects which are not present in caption corpora (paired
image-sentence data), but are present in object recognition
datasets (unpaired image data) and text corpora (unpaired text
data). Novel Object Captioner (NOC) [35] is introduced as
an end-to-end framework training the object classification,
language model and the captioning jointly. The detection
model is integrated with the language sequence model by
copying detection results into the prediction out of the RNN-
based decoder model to alleviate the gap between novel
objects with the captioning model in [36]. An approach is
proposed in [10] to generate language template along with
slots and the corresponding region in the image at first. Then
objects are fit into the slots by recognizing the region with a
detection model. But they have to manually define the category
of the novel object with an existing one when captioning.
What is more, the categories are still not well defined and
limit the concepts to similar visual out-looking which is too
idealized. For example, “man” and “woman” are classified
as “person”, while “car”, “bus” and “truck” belong to three
different classes. A placeholder is used in [11] to take place of
the novel objects which generalize the concept of novel object
but also lost information of the current object. These methods
rely too much on visual detection. The results are limited to the
detection model and less likely to select small objects. They
neglected the original lexical context information. To the best
of our knowledge, our model is the first captioning model with
self-awareness and two-way revision mechanism.
Summary. In a nutshell, the proposed method focuses on
generating accurate caption of images with novel objects. With
the cascaded revision mechanism, CRN exploits the out-of-
domain knowledge provided by the object detector and better
embeds the novel object with the in-domain captions. With the
setting of pseudo objects, CRN is able to distinguish unknown
objects from correct ones. What’s more, the cascaded visual
matching and semantic matching ensures the combination of
out-of-domain objects with the in-domain descriptions.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The Cascaded Revision Network(CRN) is designed to better
embed the out-of-domain objects into the in-domain captions.
In this section, we first introduce the traditional image caption-
ing model in Section III-A. We then show how CRN describes
images with novel objects in Section III-B. The full framework
of CRN is illustrated in Figure 2.
A. Image Captioning Model
The main task of an image captioning model is to generate
a natural language sentence to describe the image, while
maintaining the semantic grammar of the sentence. Given an
image I and the ground truth caption w = {w1, w2, ..., wT },
the objective of the captioning model is to minimize
L = −log p(y|I) = −log p(w1, w2, ..., wT |I)
= −log
T∏
t=1
p(wt|w1, w2, ..., wt−1, I)
= −
T∑
t=1
log p(wt|w1, w2, ..., wt−1, I).
(1)
Eq. 1 aims to maximize the likelihood of each word in the
ground-truth caption. Usually, the term p(wt|w1, ..., wt−1, I)
is modeled by a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [28] that
takes I as its initial state h0:
p(·|w1, w2, ..., wt−1, h0), ht = LSTM(wt−1, ht−1), (2)
where w0 is the start symbol <START>. What’s more, the
distribution p(·|w1, w2, ..., wt−1, h0) is a parametric function
of ht. LSTM first generates the current hidden state ht
and then emits the distribution by a fully-connected layer
according to ht. For simplicity, we use pi(·|ht) to denote this
distribution:
pi(·|ht) = p(·|w1, w2, ..., wt−1, h0). (3)
The current word is generated by
wt = argmax
w
pi(·|ht). (4)
During training, the previous ground-truth words are given.
When conducting the evaluation, the previous ground-truth
words are unavailable and are generated by maximum like-
lihood estimation (MLE).
B. Cascaded Revision Network
CRN aims to alleviate the problem of novel object caption-
ing by equipping the model with out-of-domain knowledge. To
exploit out-of-domain knowledge, CRN adopts a captioning-
revising mechanism. Following [10], [11], in this paper, we use
the out-of-domain knowledge provided by an object detector
and a word embedding look-up table. CRN contains four
cascaded modules: a primary image captioner, a perplexity
predictor, a visual matching module and a semantic matching
module. With the setting of pseudo objects, CRN learns to
distinguish the ambiguous words inconsistent with the images.
1) Image Captioner: The main challenge of this task is
that the model has no prior knowledge of novel objects. In
this case, the captioning model will predict a word based
on the visual looking or the semantic context. Specifically,
the captioner describes an image with its existing vocabulary
to generate a primary caption. Ambiguous or even inaccurate
words may be used when describing unknown objects. Several
words are assigned as novel objects during the training of
captioner based on the encoder-decoder framework described
in III-A. Here, we denote words in the vocabulary of the
image-paired captions as Vc. The objects neither in the images
nor the captions are novel objects denoted as Ou. To simulate
the existence of novel objects, objects are selected from the
vocabulary Vc to be replaced in the captions which are denoted
as Oi. Objects ∈ Oi act as the role of novel objects during
training which the model has never seen. We replace objects
∈ Oi with pseudo objects. With the open-source pretrained
embeddings, each object ∈ Oi is paired with its most similar
word ∈ Vc which acts as pseudo object. The pseudo object
and its corresponding object ∈ Oi form a pair of inaccurate
description of an object. The word similarity is measured with
the cosine metric between the word embeddings. Furthermore,
in order to inform the captioner about the existence of pseudo
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Fig. 2: The overview of the evaluation stage of the proposed framework. “cat” and “suitcase” are novel objects to the captioning model that
never exist in training. At stage I, the language captioner tries its best to generate a sentence based on the existing vocabulary. We propose
to revise this sentence to get a more accurate description by a series of cascaded operations. At stage II, the perplexity predictor is applied
to find ambiguous words, e.g., “dog” and “luggage”. At stage III and IV, we match and replace these words with detected objects based on
both visual and semantic similarity. Finally, detected objects “cat” and “suitcase” are fit in the right positions in the sentence.
object, we design an additional novel label nˆ of each word w
to indicate whether it is a novel object or not:
nˆ =
{
1, w ∈ Oi
0, otherwise.
(5)
Another embedding function φn is adopted to embed the
novel label into the input of captioner. At time step t, the
input vector of the captioner xt is the concatenation of the
embedding of wt−1 and its novel label nˆt−1:
xt = [φe(wt−1), φn(nˆt−1)]
=
[
WeI
w
t−1,WnI
n
t−1
]
,
(6)
where We ∈ RNv×De is the word embedding matrice of the
vocabulary Vc. Nv is the number of the vocabulary. De denotes
the dimension of embedding. Wn ∈ R2×De denotes learnable
weight matrice of the novel label nˆt. Iwt−1 and I
n
t−1 are the
corresponding one-hot encoding of wt−1 and nˆt−1. With the
input vector xt, the output hidden state of captioner is given
by:
ht = w
T
h tanh (Wsxt +Wzht−1), (7)
where wTh ,Ws,Wz are weights to be learned. At each time
step, the distribution of the conditional probabilities over all
possible words ∈ Vc is:
pt = softmax(Wpht + bp), (8)
where Wp, bp are learned weights and biases.
2) Perplexity Predictor: To revise the primary caption, the
perplexity predictor is designed to figure out the ambiguous
words in it. The intuition behind the proposed method is to
enable the captioner to justify whether the word is consistent
with the image or not. Thus, it is aware of the ambiguity of
its outputs. We here define the level of ambiguity as semantic
perplexity. In information theory, perplexity is a measurement
of how well a model predicts a sample. The perplexity of
the current output of captioner is calculated using the hidden
state of captioner. The function of the perplexity predictor is
designed as:
mt = σ(Wmht + bm), (9)
where Wm, bm are learned weights and biases for this layer. σ
is the sigmoid activation of confidence probability. A threshold
τp is adopted here. If mt surpasses τp, it indicates that the
current prediction is not with enough confidence. All outputs
with high perplexity will become regarded as inaccurate words
and will probably be replaced with by a matched object in the
next revision steps.
With the image captioner and the perplexity predictor intro-
duced above, the corresponding objective cross entropy loss
function is:
Lcap(w1:t−1, I; θ) =
− 1
T
(
T∑
t=1
log p(wt|w1:t−1) +
T∑
t=1
log p(mt|w1:t−1)).
(10)
3) Visual Matching Module: The visual matching module
is responsible for acquiring objects in the image with the
knowledge of the detector and generate replacement proposals
based on visual similarity. To introduce novel objects out-
of domain into the image captioner, we employ an freely
available pretrained object detection model Md. Thus, we can
take advantage of Md to detect objects in the image which
are furher used to revise the inaccurate words in the primary
5caption. The extracted visual features Vd ∈ RNo×Dv . No is
the number of detected objects. Dv is the dimension of visual
feature. The predicted class labels Od ∈ R1×Nd of the objects
can also be obtained from Md. Nd is the number of target
classes of Md. We extract the visual features of objects from
the ROI pooling layer of Md following [2]. The objects are
chosen according to the prediction scores given by the object
detection model. With the hidden state ht of captioner at time
step t, the visual similarity between the current feature and
features of all detected objects can be calculated as:
St = Vdht. (11)
Then we address the probabilities over all classes of Md at
time t:
Ot = StOd, (12)
Each inaccurate word will be matched with a detected
object which is regarded as a candidate to be put in the final
caption. For the matching between the output of captioner and
the feature of detected objects, the objective for training this
module is defined as:
Ldet(ht; θ) = − 1
Nd
Nd∑
i=1
nˆt log p(ot|ht), (13)
where Nd is the number of detected objects at time step t, nt
is used as the mask of the current ground truth word which
is defined in Eq (5). These three modules of CRN are jointly
trained during the training of CRN.
4) Semantic Matching Module: Simply replacing the in-
accurate words with the visually matched objects may break
the semantic structure of the sentences. Besides, due to the
limitation of the compressed features, objects with salient
features tend to be matched with a high frequency. It is
observed that many ambiguous words are matched with the
same detected object while some are not relative semantically.
Therefore, we elevate the quality of revision by employing the
semantic matching as the last step.
With the selected objects from the detection model, the word
similarity is calculated with the pretrained word embedding
look-up. It is noticed that there are some words which are com-
posed of two words cannot be found in the Glove embedding,
e.g., “hot dog”, “hair drier”, etc. In this case, to prevent manual
intervention, we simply average the embeddings of the two
words. The cosine similarity is used to measure the distance
between the novel objects and the caption words. The word
with the largest word similarity is replaced by the detected
object.
Finally, the full framework of CRN is proposed to deal with
the captioning of images with novel objects. With the different
modules cascaded in the model, each module is optimized with
a sub-goal. The gap between the novel object and the existing
knowledge is represented by the perplexity of the prediction
which simulates the process of thinking before the description.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We start by describing the setups of this task and our
experiments. Then, the results of our methods and the state-
of-the-art methods in history are compared on the held-out
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Fig. 3: Example of words in the in-domain vocabulary. The selected
novel objects in the training captioning sentences are replaced with
the pseudo objects. Each pseudo object is matched by comparing the
semantic similarity with the selected novel object, e.g., “banana” is
replaced by “mango” in our training. We use the pseudo objects to
train the matching and replacement mechanism in our framework.
MSCOCO dataset. Furthermore, several ablation studies are
carried out with competitive results to prove the effectiveness
and reliability of our proposed method.
A. Experimental Settings
MSCOCO is a widely used benchmark for many tasks
including image captioning [34]. The held-out subset of
the MSCOCO dataset following [9], [35], [36] are used as
the training set in our experiments. In [9], eight classes
of MSCOCO objects are chosen. None of the 8 classes is
included in the captioning in the training split set, but all of
them are in the evaluation split set. We follow the same setting
of training, validation and test split in [9] in order to generate
comparable captioning results.
Pseudo object processing. All classes except the eight held-
out classes in MSCOCO are chosen as novel objects Oi in
the train set which are replaced with pseudo objects in the
in-domain vocabulary. To select pseudo object of each novel
object ∈ Oi, we employ the open source pretrained embedding
weights of Glove following [9], [36] with the dimension of
300. For example, “umbrella”→“parasol”, “zebra”→“horse”,
“sandwich”→“burger”, etc. We stress that we have not used
any other semantic data or description for these objects,
neither do we manually change any word. The detail of the
replacement is shown in Figure 3. It comes out the plural
format of the word tends to be the most similar word to itself,
e.g., “sandwiches” to “sandwich”. It is meaningless if we use
word “sandwiches” to take place of “sandwich”, as they refer
to the same object.
Experiment details. We apply a 16-layer VGG pretrained
on ImageNet following [9], [35], [36] as the image encoder
in our model. Parameters of the encoder are frozen during
the training. The features output by layer fc7 are used as the
6Method METEOR Fbottle Fbus Fcouch Fmicrowave Fpizza Fracket Fsuitcase Fzebra Faverage
DCC [9] 21 4.63 29.79 45.87 28.09 64.59 52.24 13.16 79.88 39.78
NOC* [35] 21.32 17.78 68.79 25.55 24.72 69.33 55.31 39.86 48.79 48.79
LSTM-C [36] 22 29.07 64.38 26.01 26.04 75.57 66.54 55.54 92.03 54.40
LSTM-C* 23 29.68 74.42 38.77 27.81 68.17 70.27 44.76 91.40 55.66
Base+T4† [37] 23.6 16.3 67.8 48.2 29.7 77.2 57.1 49.9 85.7 54.0
NBT+G [10] 22.8 7.1 73.7 34.4 61.9 59.9 20.2 42.3 88.5 48.5
DNOC [11] 21.57 33.04 76.87 53.97 46.57 75.82 32.98 59.48 84.58 57.92
CRN (ours) 21.31 38.05 78.40 55.93 53.76 81.43 62.02 57.69 85.38 64.08
TABLE I: Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on F1 score and METEOR score. All results are generated with image feature
extracted by VGG-16 [26] and without beam search. † is method with Resnet-based CNN and beam search. F1-score values are reported in
format of percentage (%). * indicates training with pretrained Glove word embedding weights.
Method Fbear Fcat Fdog Felephant Fhorse Fmotorcycle Faverage
LRCN [39] 66.23 75.73 53.62 65.49 55.20 71.45 64.62
DNOC [11] 62.86 87.28 71.57 77.46 71.20 77.59 74.66
CRN 60.38 86.74 74.04 81.41 75.36 78.39 76.05
TABLE II: Comparison on F1 scores of pseudo novel objects from
subset 1 with baseline LRCN and DNOC.
representation of the image and fed into the language decoder.
The dimension of the image feature is 4,096. In order to
introduce the novel objects into the final captions, a popular
open-source pre-trained Faster-RCNN model [12] is adopted
to detect and crop the objects in an image following [37],
[10], [11]. Then, we reuse the VGG Net mentioned above to
extract visual features of the detected objects. The pre-trained
detection model is released by [38]1, which is trained on all
the 80 classes of objects in the MSCOCO detection dataset.
We adopt the LSTM as the decoder with one layer and its
dimension is 1024.
Compared approaches. To evaluate on the held-out
MSCOCO, results of our proposed method are compared with
DCC [9], NOC [35], LSTM-C [36], Base+T4 [37], NTB+G
[10] and DNOC [11] to demonstrate the competitiveness.
During the methods, NTB+G and DNOC do not use the
additional semantic data. We follow the same zero-shot setting
in our experiments. Furthermore, the results of several ablation
versions of the proposed model are compared and discussed.
In order to prove the advantage of CRN not only exists in the
novel object captioning, we also evaluate F1 scores of other
known objects ∈Wpaired in Table II.
B. Compared to the state-of-the-art methods
Captions are being evaluated with the widely-used COCO
caption evaluation tool. For the task of novel object captioning,
only the METEOR metric is not enough for the evaluation.
Sentences with good grammar can obtain high scores even
without mentioning the novel objects. The caption is deemed
accurate only if the correct novel object appears at least once
in the sentence. The results of our proposed model with the
F1 scores to measure the performance on novel objects and
1https://github.com/tensorflow/models
Method METEOR Faverage
LRCN [39] 19.33 0
CRN I 18.24 0
CRN I + II 19.65 45.30
CRN w/o II 19.26 53.31
CRN w/o IV 20.85 56.32
CRN w/o III 21.01 62.08
TABLE III: Ablation studies on each component of CRN.
Method Novel Faverage Acc
NOC [35] 69.08 15.63 10.04
LSTM-C [36] 72.08 16.39 11.83
CRN 77.92 19.5 16.34
TABLE IV: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on ImageNet.
METEOR are presented in Table I along with all state-of-the-
art methods on the held-out MSCOCO dataset. The F1-scores
of all novel objects surpass the best state-of-the-art result while
the average F1 score achieves 64.08% (6.16% higher than
57.92%). It is observed that methods [35], [36] with external
text data including the novel objects perform better on several
objects than the proposed CRN. However, there may always
be objects novel to the captioner that it never learned from the
text nor the image. Our METEOR score is lower than LSTM-
C with GloVe [36] a little bit. Nevertheless, our experiments
are carried out based on the zero-shot setting. what is more,
all of the eighty classes of objects are novel to our model. It
is explainable that captioning model can better describe the
context of the known objects than objects never seen before.
C. Ablation Studies
The ablation studies are conducted on the held-out
MSCOCO dataset with the same setting mentioned above.
We compare different ablation versions of CRN to prove the
effectiveness of the sub-modules: the perplexity prediction and
the revision of objects. Results are listed in Table III.
CRN I is CRN only with the captioner which knows nothing
about the novel objects as LRCN. Thus, the F1 score is 0. The
existence of the pseudo novel object leads to the drop of ME-
TEOR score. CRN I+II (perplexity predictor) adds the second
task: predicting the perplexity of each word. If the perplexity
7I:  a red and white vehicle is parked on the street.
II: 
III:      bus 0.6, car 0.4, car 0.3
IV:      vehicle 0.8, street 0.4
CRN: a red and white bus is parked on the street.
I:     a giraffe standing next to another.
II: 
III:     zebra 0.9,  zebra 0.7
IV:     giraffe 0.6, standing 0.1
CRN: a zebra standing next to another.
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
I:     a puppy sitting on a seat in front of a television.
II: 
III:     (puppy) dog 0.9, handbag 0.2, …
(seat) suitcase 0.7, handbag 0.4, …
(television) handbag 0.5, suitcase 0.3,  … 
IV:     (dog) puppy 0.9, seat 0.4
(suitcase) seat 0.4, television 0.3
(handbag) television 0.3, front 0.1
CRN:  a dog sitting on a suitcase in front of a handbag.
I: a kitten laying on top of a notebook.
II: 
III:    (kitten) cat 0.9, book 0.2
(notebook) book 0.9, cat 0.2
IV:    (cat) kitten 0.9, laying 0.5
(book) notebook 0.7, top 0.5
CRN: a cat laying on top of a book.
I:  a woman is looking at a railway station.
II: 
III:     bus 0.7, person 0.4
IV:     railway 0.6, station 0.4
CRN: a woman is looking at a bus station.
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
I: a living room with a television and a television.
II: 
III:     table 0.5, tv 0.5, couch 0.1
IV:     television 0.6, room 0.4
CRN: a living room with a television and a table.
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9
Fig. 4: Captions generated by CRN on the held-out MSCOCO where images contains unseen objects. Boxes with colors are object candidates
proposed by a pre-trained object detector. Sentences with tag “I” are the initial captions generated by CRN-I only with the in-domain
vocabulary. At step “II”, the perplexity predictor outputs the perplexity of each word. Then each ambiguous word with perplexity higher
than the threshold will be matched with a detected object at step “III”. At the last step, the matched object(s) will be fit into the primary
caption by selecting the word with the highest semantic similarity.
goes beyond the threshold τp, the word will be replaced by
a detected object randomly selected from the results of the
detection model. It brings a significant rise in the F1 score. The
METEOR also increases from 18.12 to 19.65. The threshold
τp is set as 0.15 in our experiments learned by the model.
CRN w/o II is CRN without the perplexity predictor. As the
average number of words above the perplexity threshold in the
training stage is 1.7 per sentence, we choose two positions in
the sentence to replace the detected object matched with the
two-way matching of visual similarity and word similarity. It
shows that CRN I+II is better on METEOR than CRN w/o
II which indicates the value of the perplexity predictor. The
average F1 score of CRN w/o II is 53.31%, 8.01% higher than
CRN I+II. CRN w/o IV (semantic matching) is CRN without
the matching of word similarity. Objects are matched only with
the features from the language decoder and visual features
of objects detected. The F1 average score increases from
45.30% to 56.32%. CRN w/o III (visual matching) objects
are matched only with word similarity which outperforms CRN
w/o IV by 5.76% on F1 score. With full stages, our model is
able to capture features of the unknown objects on visual out-
looking and semantic context which composes more accurate
captions about the image. Furthermore, in order to show the
advantage of the proposed model not only exist in the novel
object captioning, we also evaluate F1 scores of other words
∈Ws. Our model is also able to generate accurate descriptions
of known objects. F1 scores on a different group of known
objects are listed in Table II. It turns out that the performance
on these objects is also quite qualitative. Figure 4 shows some
examples of image captioning results with novel objects.
Threshold of Perplexity. We present the performance of
F1 score and METEOR along with the change of threshold
of perplexity in Figure 5. When the threshold is 0, the F1
score achieves quite high but with a low meteor. It indicates
that the objects detected by the detection model in the image
are replaced into the caption while it destroys the grammar
and structure of the sentence. When the threshold is between
(0, 0.15), METEOR both get higher, while F1 score drops
slightly. It indicates that the threshold limits the ambiguous
words area while the number of objects replaced into the
sentence decreased. After that, the F1 score goes down when
the threshold is larger than 0.15. The METEOR score also
decreases and drops more when threshold goes beyond 0.5.
Scale to Larger Dataset. The proposed CRN takes ad-
vantage of an expertised detector to introduce novel objects.
Considering the out-of-MSCOCO objects, a detector with
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Fig. 5: The effect of perplexity threshold on the performance of CRN
on the held-out MSCOCO. The left y-axis is the scale of METEOR
and the right y-axis measures the average F1 score.
larger vocabulary should be adopted. Hence, we report the per-
formance of using the detector pretrained on Visual Genome
[40] and scaling CRN to ImageNet. Results of additional
experiments are reported in Table IV.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel cascaded framework CRN
to deal with captioning with novel objects. To overcome the
gap between existing knowledge and objects out-of-domain,
the captioner in CRN is able to be aware of what is ambiguous
or unknown to itself. Furthermore, with a two-way matching
mechanism, the unknown object can be better matched and
fit in the caption. At a higher level, our proposed method
decouples the captioning of novel objects to two sub-tasks:
what is the novel object and where to put the novel object.
By applying the two-way matching, CRN better integrates the
out-of-domain knowledge both visually and semantically.
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